
OVERVIEW

Action/Strategy JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar
X

Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the 
development of cultural events X

Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA 
enforcement.
Engage youth to provide regular social media content

X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make 
more inclusive to all
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth 
Subcommittee, community. X X

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop 
consistency.
Recommendations for producing bilingual materials

Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly 
themes. (BFM) X

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people.

Visual representation X
Collaborate with City departments & other city boards X
Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage



JANUARY

Action/Strategy

Emancipation 
Proclamation 

(Jan 1)
World Braille Day 

(Jan 4)

Martin Luther King 
Jr Day 

(3rd Monday Jan)

Lunar New Year 
(Date varies 

Jan/Feb)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner 
in the development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event 
accessibility, as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, 
events, etc. to make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with 
Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.
Identify and compile best practices among City departments; 
develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie 
in with monthly themes. (BFM)
Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized 
people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



FEBRUARY

Action/Strategy Black History Month

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 

Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the development of cultural events 

Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 

Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make more inclusive to all 

Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials

Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



MARCH

Action/Strategy
Ramadan  

(date varies)
Women's 

History Month
Holi 

(date varies)
Nowruz 

(date varies)
Cezar Chavez 
Day (Mar 31)

International 
Transgender Day of 
Visability (Mar 31)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or 
partner in the development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event 
accessibility, as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, 
events, etc. to make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with 
Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.
Identify and compile best practices among City 
departments; develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie 
in with monthly themes. (BFM)
Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized 
people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



APRIL

Action/Strategy Deaf Heritage Month

Arab 
American 
Heritage 

Month
Passover 

(date varies)
Ramadan - Eld -al-Fitr 

(date varies)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner 
in the development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, 
as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, 
events, etc. to make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with 
Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.
Identify and compile best practices among City departments; 
develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in 
with monthly themes. (BFM)
Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized 
people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



MAY

Action/Strategy
Asian American 
Pacific Islander 

Jewish 
American 

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the development of cultural 
events 

Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make more inclusive 
to all 

Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials

Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly themes. (BFM)
Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



JUNE

Action/Strategy Pride Month

Immigrant 
Heritage 

Month
Juneteenth 

(Jun 19)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the 
development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA 
enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make 
more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, 
community.

Juneteenth 
Event (2021 - 

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop 
consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly 
themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 
Chalk Art (2022?, 2023), Mural, 
Storywalk sign and Pin (2024)

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards Mural and Storywalk

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



JULY

Action/Strategy
Disability 

Pride Month
American 

Disability Act 

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the development of cultural 
events 

Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make more inclusive 
to all 

develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, community.

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop consistency.

recommendations for producing bilingual materials

Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



AUGUST

Action/Strategy

International Day of the 
Worlds Indigenous Peoples 

Day (Aug 9)
Senior Citizen 
Day (Aug 21)

Raksha Bandhan 
(date varies)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the 
development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as 
ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to 
make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth 
Subcommittee, community.
Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop 
consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with 
monthly themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



SEPTEMBER

Action/Strategy

Hispanic Heritage 
Month 

(Sep 15 - Oct 15) 

Rosh 
Hashanah 

(dat varies) 
Yom Kippur 
(date varies)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the development of 
cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA 
enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make more 
inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, 
community.

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly themes. 
(BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards Coco screening 2023

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



OCTOBER

Action/Strategy

Disability 
Heritage 

Month

Indigineous Peoples 
Day (second Monday 

in Oct)

World Mental 
Health Day (Oct 

9)

National 
Coming Out Day 

(Oct 10)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the development 
of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as ADA 
enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to make 
more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth Subcommittee, 
community.

Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with monthly 
themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



NOVEMBER

Action/Strategy

Native 
American 

Heritage Month
Dia de los Muertos 

(Nov 1)

Transgender Day 
of 

Rememberance 
(Nov 20)

Diwali 
(date varies)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner in the 
development of cultural events Partner with WHS (2023)
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, as well as 
ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, events, etc. to 
make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with Juneteenth 
Subcommittee, community.
Identify and compile best practices among City departments; develop 
consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in with 
monthly themes. (BFM)

Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 



DECEMBER

Action/Strategy
Rosa Parks Day 

(Dec 1)

Internatnational 
Day of People 

with Disabilities 
(Dec  3)

Hanukkah 
(date 

varies)

Kawanzaa 
(Dec 26 - 

Jan 1)
Las Posadas 

(not on calendar)

Lecture series

Develop cultural calendar 
Work with other cities/school district to  support or partner 
in the development of cultural events 
Provide recommendations on meeting and event accessibility, 
as well as ADA enforcement

Engage youth to provide regular social media content 
Recommendations regarding existing programs, meetings, 
events, etc. to make more inclusive to all 
Develop new multi-cultural events, Collaborate with 
Juneteenth Subcommittee, community. Posadas Event 2023
Identify and compile best practices among City departments; 
develop consistency.

Recommendations for producing bilingual materials
Highlight, share perspectives of community members to tie in 
with monthly themes. (BFM)
Highlight, advocate for businesses owned by marginalized 
people. 

Visual representation 

Collaborate with City departments & other city boards

Acknowledge and recognize our multicultural heritage 
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